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Abstract: 
Teachers have difficulty in processing student rapport value caused by several things 
including: processing still done manually, the value of report cards are processed 
consists of many values and the number of students who have calculated the value 
raport too much, also serving as a homeroom teacher so that the field of study they 
not only deal with one class but also have to teach another class-the class. Therefore 
we need a computerized system that can help solve those problems. This system is 
built using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 software, the system begins processing the 
value of report cards from teachers who enter the field of study students' values into 
the system, if the teacher is the guardian class so he can fill absences. Then it 
homeroom at the end of semester report cards can print reports and report cards to fill 
the book also reports legger as reports to the Head of School. 
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